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Sir:

Declarant, Mic ael R.

84302, declares;

I am the

S ;hramm, an individual residing at 350 West 2000 South Perry, Utah

wner of

I am the original

ought o i

peciificat on

reissue patent is

Capability," the

I have reviewed

the claims. Upc i i

fact that during t e

less than I had th \ right to

are directed soldly to a

limitations whic are not

inform ition
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he entire right, title and interest in and to the above identified U.S. Patent;

ind first inventor of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a

the invention entitled "Fluid Powered Bubble Machine With Spill-Proof

of which is attached hereto.

understand the contents of the above identified specification, including

ion and belief, the original patent is partly inoperative by reason of the

of the claims of the above identified patent, I claimed both more and

claim in the patent. In particular, the claims of the above identified patent

preferred embodiment of my invention, and as such, incorporate claim

tecessarily dictated by the prior art. The original claims, in one instance,



application see

Upon

resulted from

or

rial

failure

have been obtHned in

differentiating

proportions, or

unique and em

spill proof capa

differentiate the

arose without ai / decepti

, do not encomj iss the fi 11 scope of my invention, notwithstanding my intent and desire broadly to

claim my invc tion to I le fullest extent allowed by law in light of the relevant prior art. In yet

another instant 5, the cla ims are broader than what I now believe to be allowable in light of newly

discovered pri r art su :h as the 537,979 patent which was discovered after issuance of the

5,908,057 pate t. The f ilure to claim the true scope ofmy invention is the error which this reissue

i to com ct.

formatio 1 and belief, the error of failing to claim the true scope of my invention

during prosecution of the application fully to appreciate the full scope of

the invention a d the exi snt to which the existing claims covered the full scope. After issuance and

during marketii » of the 1 FS 5,908,057 patent, having frequently pondered the coverage of the claims

of the US 5,90 ,057 pat ait particularly in comparison to the then existing prior art (including all

prior art cited c 1 the faa of 5,908,057), I came to the realization that much different breadth could

he claims during prosecution. In particular, rather than focusing on

ie claim $d subject matter merely by the particular container length and width

y a requ rement that the device by hydraulically actuated, it was realized that other

ling disc osed design features, such as rectangular funnel cross-sectional shape, the

ility of t ie container, and a removably positioned bubble device, all could serve to

inventio n in a much less limiting fashion. Applicant avers that every such error

i re intent on the part of the applicant.

The erro 5 discuss id above specifically occurred during the preparation of the original patent

application and ie prose :ution of that patent application through issuance. The errors occurred in

one instance up< 1 review ng the original application claims prior to the filing of the application. At

that time the en >r occun jd because I did not appreciate that the invention could be differentiated

over the prior rt by fe tures such as rectangular funnel cross-sectional shape, the spill proof

capability of the :ontainei and a removably positioned bubble device. Rather, at that specific time I

focused on dif ;rentiatii g the claimed subject matter by a requirement that the device be

hydraulically act lated.



Furthei lore, th( errors that are sought to be corrected in this reissue application also

the pros ecution of the patent, for example when I reviewed the claims, after receipt
occurred durin

of the first offi e action

bubble device.

claimed subjec matter b

after receipt of the notice of allowance, and when I paid the issue fee. At

this time durir
;
proseci tion of the patent I again saw the scope of the claims but again I did not

appreciate that he inven ion could be differentiated over the prior art by features such as rectangular

funnel cross-se tional si ape, the spill proof capability of the container and a removably positioned

Instead, I continued to focus on the same limitations related to differentiating the

the requirement that the device by hydraulically actuated.

I, Mich el R. Schramm, acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Patent and Trademark

Office all infoi nation k lown to be material to patentability of the subject matter claimed in this

nateriali y
n
is defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56.

that all statements made of my own knowledge are true and that all

on infoj mation and belief are believed to be true, and further that these statements

le know edge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by

both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that

application, as

I hereb; declare

statements mad

are made with

fine or impriso ment, or

such willful fa

thereon.

Pursuan

interest in and t

DATE: Decemt r 10, 20< 1

e staten ents may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued

to 37 C F.R. § 3.73, 1 hereby certify that I have never transferred any ownership

the aboy e captioned patent, and that title remains in my name.

Please i ldress a 1 correspondence and telephone calls to the undersigned, Michael R.

Schramm at 35( West 2( 00 South, Peny, UT 84302, Hm (435) 734-2599, Wk (801) 625-9268.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael R. Schramm
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